proudly presents:
Pioneers of Subtle Energy Research: Special Series

“Towards the Union of Logos and Mythos: Two Complementary Paths to Knowing”
Dr. William A. Tiller, former Stanford University physics professor, is well-known as a spiritual scientist. Dr. Tiller has performed a number of rigorous experiments demonstrating the workings of subtle energies beyond the framework of orthodox physics. He recognizes that consciousness and intention are the important factors in manifestation of subtle energy phenomena. Dr. Tiller has proposed a unique theoretical model providing the basis for a new paradigm of the universe. His lecture will cover such subjects as origins of human consciousness, acupuncture meridian system, homeopathy, dark matter & energy, acceleration vs deceleration of planets, negative energies, etc., as well as historical perspectives on Logos and Mythos paths.

“Spiritual & Philosophical Background of Hiroshi Motoyama’s Subtle Energy Research” (tentative title)
Rev. Kazuhiro Motoyama, M.S. is Dr. Motoyama’s son. He has been trained as spiritual successor to Dr. Motoyama’s priesthood at Tamamitsu Shrine in Tokyo. He edited and published volumes of Dr. Motoyama’s complete works in 2010. He will introduce and provide a forward to Dr. Motoyama’s lecture.

“Goal of Future Research”- Subtle Energy and Chakras
Dr. Hiroshi Motoyama is a world-renowned spiritual giant and pioneering scientist in subtle energy research. He has authored over 200 books on yoga, meditation, karma & reincarnation, chakras, spirituality, religion, philosophy and subtle energy science. Dr. Motoyama is the inventor of the AMI device, which is well known for its unique capability to measure the Qi-energy conditions in the human meridian system. Based on years of research as well as his first-hand spiritual experiences, Dr. Motoyama contends that subtle energy will provide the basis for holistic integration of religion and healthcare of the western and oriental traditions. His lecture will cover the breadth of his subtle energy research and present inspiring views for future.

Date & Time: 2:00 pm ~ 6:00 pm 24th (Sun), July 2011
Venue: Lecture Hall, CIHS, 701 Garden View Court, Encinitas, CA 92024
(The venue may be changed to Ruby G. Schulman Auditorium at Carlsbad“Dove” Library depending on audience size)

Admission Fees: $85 for general participants after July 5 (Tue)
$70 (early registration) for general participants on and before July 5
$50 student discount (ID required)
$65 Package Discount for those who register for both this event and another event, “The 2nd Bio-Energy Devices & Research Seminar/Workshop” scheduled for 6:00pm 22nd (Fri) ~ 12:30pm 24th (Sun), July.
[Total Package Fee = $230]

Participants are encouraged to register online from the CIHS website:
http://www.cihs.edu/workshops/main.htm
For other methods of registration and general inquiries please contact:
Ms. Tamiko Voros, 760-634-1771 ext.101
Pioneers of Subtle Energy Research: Special Lecture Series

Date & Time: 2:00pm - 6:00pm, 24th (Sun), July 2011
Venue: Lecture Hall, California Institute for Human Science
(Venue may be changed to Carlsbad Community Hall if estimated size of the audience is too large for CIHS Lecture Hall.)

PROGRAM

2:00-2:10 Opening address Dr. Toshiaki Harada
(VP & Dean of Life Physics, California Institute for Human Science)

2:10-3:40 Lecture 1 Dr. William Tiller,
"Towards the Union of Logos and Mythos: Two Complementary Paths to Knowing"
(Professor Emeritus, Stanford University,
Founder & Director, William A. Tiller Foundation)

3:40-4:10 Lecture 2 Rev. Kazuhiro Motoyama, M.S.
"Spiritual and Philosophical Background of Hiroshi Motoyama’s Subtle Energy Research" (tentative title)
(Dr. Motoyama’s son, and Deputy Chief Priest of Tamamitsu Shrine, Tokyo)

4:10-4:25 break

4:25-5:45 Lecture 3 Dr. Hiroshi Motoyama
"Goal of Future Research -- Medicine and Religion for Global Society"
Subtitle: Subtle Energy and Chakras
(Founder & President, California Institute for Human Science;
Chief Priest of Tamamitsu Shrine, Tokyo
Founder & Director, Institute for Religious Psychology, Tokyo)

5:45-5:55 Closing message Dr. Hope Umansky
(Dean of Academic Affairs & Psychology Program Director,
California Institute for Human Science)